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A procedure was developed to aid in the testing of a
two-sided composite null hypothesis about the mean of a
normally distributed random variable for situations where
either the population variance is known or unknown. The
procedure was designed to eliminate the requirement for
iterative type solution techniques normally used in deter-
mining the acceptance or rejection region of the subject
hypothesis. This thesis provides guidelines, curves, and
tables which will aid in testing a two-sided composite null
hypothesis. Provisions were also incorporated into the
procedure to permit testing of hypotheses about the relative
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SYMBOLOGY
a = Probability of a Type I error.
3 = Probability of a Type II error.
C = Critical value defining the rejection or acceptance
region centered around y (a known case) or zero
(a unknown case)
.






y = The true population expected value (mean)
.
y = A specified value of the true population mean.
d
T
,dR = . Specified lower (d T ) and upper (dR ) limits for
the true population mean (y).
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a = Sample variance used to estimate a , specifically;












CV = Coefficient of variation (t—r) .
CV = A specified value of the CV.
o
H = The null hypothesis of interest.

H. = The alternative hypothesis to H
The tail probability that a value equal to or
more extreme than the observed x" would have
resulted if H were in fact true,
o
Desired maximum allowable variation of the true
mean from some specified value (u ) in terms of a
portion of the population standard deviation
(i.e.,
The statistic




= Degrees of freedom.
= The non-centrality parameter of the non-central
T distribution, X = r/n.
*[x] = Normal cumulative distribution function.

I. INTRODUCTION
A. BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE
A procedure was developed to aid in testing a two-sided
composite null hypothesis about the mean of a normally dis-
tributed random variable. The intent was to eliminate the
need for iterative solution techniques when solving for
critical values manually. In situations where computer
assistance is inappropriate or unavailable, there is a tendency
for the analyst to shift from the interval test requirement
to the computationally easier two-sided simple hypothesis
(i.e., that the mean is equal to the midrange value of the
interval). By employing the procedure proposed in this thesis,
the time required to test a two-sided composite null hypothesis
by hand can be significantly reduced.
B. SCOPE
Procedures were developed for the following test requirements.




For situations where the population variance is known,
a method was developed for testing that the population mean
is between two values (dT and d„)
.
ij R
2. For Testing That
|
y - y | <_ ra
For situations where the population variance is unknown,
a method was developed to test that the absolute value of the
deviation of the population mean from some specified value (y )

is less than or equal to a specified portion (r) of the
population standard deviation. By a slight modification,
this procedure can be used to test if the coefficient of
variation is between zero and some specified value.
Each procedure consists of using relevant situation
parameters (i.e., a, n, 6, a, etc.) to determine the critical
region using either interpolation curves or tabulated data.
The procedure was designed to be versatile with respect to
using Type I (a) and Type II (3) error level control, or
using tail probabilities (P_) for drawing statistical
inference.
To simplify use of the procedure, the paper is
organized so that the main body contains only 1) minor
theoretical context, 2) detailed procedural guidelines, and
3) example applications. The detailed derivation of the pro-
cedure is provided in Appendix C for readers so inclined.
Appendices A and B provide curves and tables used to find the
associated rejection or acceptance regions and the tail area
probability. The curves are provided to simplify critical
value interpolation for what is considered to be the majority
of applicable parameter values. However, the total breadth
of parameter ranges considered in this paper is covered in
the tabulated data of Appendix B. It should be noted that
all explanatory figures in the main body of this paper are
schematic in nature and do not represent scale drawings.
10

C. SYMBOL AND HYPOTHESIS TESTING CONVENTIONS PECULIAR
TO THIS THESIS
Whenever possible, symbol and concept conventions which
conform to standard hypothesis testing terminology were
employed. However, because of requirements which are peculiar
to this procedure, it was convenient in some instances to
use terminology that may be new to the reader. The following
symbol and concept conventions apply throughout this Thesis:
1. The Null Hypotheses (H ) will always be bounded
intervals such as lu-y
;
<5or I u - U < ra. All alterna-
tive hypotheses are the complements of such intervals.
2. The level of significance is customarily a pre-
assigned upper bound on the size of the critical region
(i.e., that subset of the sample space reserved for rejection
of H ) . This will hereafter be referred to as a error level
control.
3. By reversing the role played by the null and alterna-
tive hypotheses, it is possible to define an acceptance
region for the originally formulated interval null hypothesis
with a specified preassigned upper bound (6) on the size of




II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. CASE OF KNOWN POPULATION VARIANCE
1. General Remarks
In order to test the null hypothesis that the popu-
lation mean falls between two values (i.e., cL < y < <}_)
,
an iterative solution of equation 1 is required.
(1) a = 1 _$ [^ + C^K ] + #[1j5 _ C^j
where,
a is the known population standard deviation,
C is the value of the statistic x which defines







a is the probability of a Type I error,
dR ~ dL
6 is equal to = , and
$ is the integral of the standard normal probability
density.
To determine a rejection region for the subject
hypothesis, an initial value of C would be guessed and the
right side of equation 1 calculated. A new C would then be
used iteratively until the desired accuracy in the value of
a had been obtained. This solution process is not difficult
or time consuming with the assistance of a computer. However,
when performed manually, such a process may require more effort
than is warranted by the scope of the project.
12

The procedure developed in this thesis will provide
the individual with a method for testing a two-sided com-
posite null hypothesis which circumvents the previously des-
cribed iterative solution technique. The procedure derivation
is provided in Appendix C. In general, it consists of
normalizing equation 1 by reparameterizing the terms —
—
C/n
and —— as the parameters "a" and C*, respectively. Appro-
priate values of C* are then obtained according to the pre-
scribed procedure which follows.
2 . Procedure Description
The procedure for testing that dT < \x < d^ is out-
lined in Figure 1 (for a and 6 error control) and Figure 2
(for estimating P_) . This procedure was developed for
situations where symmetric critical regions are of interest.
A summary of the procedure follows.
a. For Controlling The a Error Level
>- j—
First calculate a = . If the value of "a"
a
is less than or equal to 1.7, the associated value of C*
is obtained from Figure A-l of Appendix A. The lower (CL
)
and upper (CR ) bounds of the rejection region are then
defined using equation 2.






^o - 7^ ' CR = yo + ~pr where yo = —
2
/n /n
If the calculated value of "a" is greater than
1.7, the relationship between "a" and C* becomes linear and
equation 3 is used to define the rejection region (Kp is
obtained from Figure 1) . If x < CT or x > C_ then reject
13

the hypothesis with a probability equal to a of rejecting
when in fact the hypothesis is true.
(a + K_)a (a + K_) a
(3) C T = u — and C = y + £—L o /— R o /—/n /n
b. For Controlling The 3 Error Level
First calculate a - *£. If "a" is less than cr
a
equal to 3, the associated C* value is obtained from Figure
A-2 (.2 <_ a <_ 1.6) or Figure A- 3 (1.6 <_ a <_ 3) of Appendix A.
The lower (C
T
) and upper (CR ) bounds of the acceptance
region are then defined using equation 2.
If "a" is greater than 3, the relationship
between a and C* becomes linear and equation 4 is used to
define the 3 error level acceptance region. If CT < x < C.,,
Li — — K
the hypothesis that the mean is between d_ and dR is accepted
with a probability of falsely accepting equal to 3.
(a - K )o (a - K_)o
(4) C = UQ and CR = yQ +/n /n
c. For Estimating Tail Probability (E>)
The exact value of the tail probability (P_) can-
not be calculated since it depends on the actual value of the
population mean (y) . However, the procedure depicted in
Figure 2 will provide an estimate of the maximum possible
value of PT for a corresponding value of x equal to or more
extreme than that observed. The procedure for estimating P
& /n






Po to Append. A ( F i g .
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•For .2*a<l .6 or Fig.
3
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Calculate C. & C
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.





Calculate C at desired error
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where $ is the integral











(x - u ) /n
These values are then used to estimate
PT by employing the interpolation curves of Appendix A or
by direct calculation using the equations provided in Figure 2
3 . Range of Parameter Values Considered
The procedure itself is suitable for all possible
parameter values. However, a restriction on the range of
parameters covered by the curves and tabulated data was
necessary. The range of parameter values was selected in a
manner which would provide adequate coverage for the majority
of conceivable real-world situations.
a. Curves
1. For a Error Level Control . Parameter ranges
covered are a(.01, .025, .05, .075, .1, .15, .2, and .25)
and a ( to 1.7).
2. For $ Error Level Control . Parameter ranges
covered are $(.01, .025, .05, .075, .1, .15, .2, and .25)
and a (-2 to 3) .
3. For Estimating P™. Parameter ranges covered
are a(0 to 2.8) and C*(.04 to 5.2).
b. Tables
1. For a Error Level Control . Parameter ranges
covered are a (.001, .01, .025, .05, .075, .1, .15, .2, and
.25) and a(0 to 3)
.
2. For $ Error Level Control . Parameter ranges
covered are $(.001, .01, .025, .05, .075, .1, .15, .2, and
.25) and a(0 to 5)
17

4 . Example Applications
a. Example 1
In the production of a certain structural element,
a new size has been established as marketable. The expected
size of the new element is to be between 16.5 and 17 cm in
order to satisfy engineering and management requirements.
For example, if the expected size is below 16.5 cm the
rejection rate of unacceptable elements will be too high.
If the expected size exceeds 17 cm, more material is used
than is necessary.
For the first 25 units produced, the average
size is 17.03 cm. It is known from previous experience that
the element size is normally distributed with a standard
deviation equal to . 2 . In addition, no functional relation-
ship between the mean and standard deviation of the element
size has been observed in the range of 10 to 20 cm.
The decision maker is interested in determining
if the hypothesis that the expected size is between 16.5 and
17 cm can be rejected with a Type I error equal to .05. The
test is conducted with 6 equal to .25, u equal to 16.75, and
a equal to — ——- or 6.25. Since a is greater than 1.7,
'the rejection region is defined using equation 3, specifically:
C T = 16.75 -





Cn = 16.75 + .3158 = 17.066.
Since x is neither greater than CR or less than C T , the
hypothesis cannot be rejected with a Type I error equal to
.05.
b. Example 2
From a sample size of 81 shipping containers
selected at random, it is necessary to know if the expected
container weight (which appears to be normally distributed)
is between 7 5 and 7 5.5 kg. The sample average weight and
variance are 75.22 and 1.44, respectively. A Type II error
equal to .01 is desired. Since the sample size is relatively
large, a reasonable estimate of the population variance can
be obtained using the sample variance. The test is conducted
with 6 equal to .25, u equal to 75.25, and a equal to
1^25 Mil or 1.875. Since the value of a is less than 3,1.2
a C* value equal to .0726 is obtained from Figure A-3 of
Appendix A. Using this value of C*, the values of CL and
C_ obtained from equation 4 are
C T = 75.25 -
(- 0726 3) (1-2)
= ?>25 _ _ 00975 = 75.24
and
CR = 75.25 + .00975 = 75.26
Since x is not between CL and C_, the hypothesis that the mean
19

is between 75 and 75.5 cannot be accepted with a Type II
error equal to .01. However, it may be possible to accept
the hypothesis at a somewhat higher risk (8) of falsely
accepting. Trying 3 = .05, the new C* obtained from Figure
A-3 of Appendix A is .35 and accordingly C T = 75.2 and C„ = 75.3.
J_» K
Since x is between C T and C_, the hypothesis could be accepted
with a probability equal to .05 of falsely accepting,
c. Example 3
For the situation of Example 1, the decision
maker wants to know for what values of a the hypothesis
16.5 <_ y <_ 17 could be rejected. The answer can be found by
estimating the maximum tail probability associated with the
observed x using the procedure described in figure 2 with
a = 6.25 and C * —
(x - u ) /n
= 7. Since a + C* > 3.5,
the estimate of P_ would be PT = $ [ . 25 - 7] = .227. Therefore,
an a probability greater or equal to .23 would be required
before the hypothesis could be rejected.
B. CASE OF UNKNOWN POPULATION VARIANCE
1. General Remarks
A procedure for situations of unknown population
variance which would parallel that of the previously dis-
cussed variance known procedure cannot be developed without
several stage sampling such as Stein's Procedure (reference 1)
However, the previously developed methods can be extended
directly to the case of unknown variance provided the null
hypothesis is scaled by the standard deviation (see below)
20

and the noncentral t distribution is used in place of the
normal. Details follow.
a. A procedure was developed to test the hypothesis
I
y - y
||y- y | < ra or equivalently —-— <_ r where
\i is the true population mean,
y is some specified value of interest near
which the mean is to be tested, and
r is the portion of the population a for which
the test is to determine if the true mean
is within ra units of u .K
o
b. The procedure can be used to conduct tests about







2 . Procedure Description
The procedure for testing that
| y - y I £ ra is
provided in figure 3. For testing that CV <_ CV , figure 4
should be used. Finally, the method for estimating P is
provided in figure 5.
r
As the sample size gets large, the ratio — converges
/n
to the test value of r. To take advantage of this result,
the curves for a error level control are presented in terms
C • . •
of the value — instead of just C. This provides an mdica-
i/n
tion of the value of r and the sample size n for which the
2 2
a unknown curves become close to those of the a known case.
However, since the method of estimating PT requires repeated
table entry and interpolation, the critical values presented
in the tables of Appendix B are in terms of C directly. A
summary of the procedure follows.
21

a. For Testing That |y-y | < ra
Select the desired a or 6 error level. Consult
the corresponding curves of Appendix A or tables of Appendix
B. If the curves are used, multiply the value obtained for
C
— by the sample size (n) . If the tables are used, determine
/E"
the corresponding value of C directly for the subject values
of r and DF. Calculate the statistic
r =
(x - y ) /n
7^
If the test is to control the a error level then reject the
hypothesis, with a Type I error equal to a, if the value of
r is greater than the C value determined from the a, curves
or tables. For a test to control the Q error level accept
the hypothesis with a Type II error equal to 6 if the value
of r is less than or equal to the C value obtained from the
1- 8 tables.
b. For Testing That CV < CV3
— o
To test the null hypothesis that the coefficient
of variation does not exceed CV at the a level of significance,
one need only apply a role reversal technique to the above




= (^ i cvo ) = (M >-L-)
illustrate the fact that the hypothesis of interest is one
of the alternate hypothesis treated previously, and can be
managed by reversing the role and interpretation of a and
22

3 error level control from the previous test for
W-vQ \ 1 r °-
1. For Controlling The a Error Level . Obtain
the C value corresponding to the subject values of r (equal
to prr— ) and DF from the table of Appendix B associated with
o
the value 1-a. Calculate the statistic
x/n
r =
If r < C, reject the hypothesis that CV <_ CV with a Type I
error equal to a.
2. For Controlling The 3 Error Level . Obtain
the C value corresponding to the test values of r and DF
from the curves of Appendix A associated with the value 3
(i.e., for 3 = .01, consult the curves for an a = .01).
Calculate the statistic r. If r > C, accept the hypothesis
with a Type II error = 3.
c. For Estimating PT
The actual value of PT associated with the observed
value of r will depend upon the true value of
(u - u ) /n
To obtain an estimate of the range of possible values for P-,,
the procedure detailed in figure 5 is used to calculate a
value for P_ corresponding to r set at zero and r set at the





Go to the appropriate figure
of Append. A for the associated
a level (Fig. 6-*15) or cables
of Append. B for parameter
values not covered by curves
of Append. A. Project vertically
from the r scale to the appro-
priate DF curve then horizontally
to the C//n scale. Multiply by
VFT to obtain C.
If r > C, reject the hypothesis
H with a probability = a of
o
rejecting when in fact it is true
Go to the appropriate table
of Append. B associated with
the desired 8 level (i.e. for
6 =.l,go to the C value table
associated with a,P,,1-S =.9).
Project down the corresponding
r value column and across the
respective DF row to determine
the correct C value (Note: If
the r value being tested is




If r < C accept the hypothesis
H with a probability = 3 of
o
K J
accepting when in fact it is
Lfalse.




Calculate r = :/n1^10
For controlling a error level
> r
Go to the appropriate 8 table
of Append. B (Tables 3 -* 41
)
which corresponds to an s value
equal to the desired a level
(i.e. for a=.l
,
go to the C
critical value table associated
with 1-6 =.9). Project down
the corresponding r value
column and across the respec-
tive DF row to determine the
correct C value. [ Note : If
the r value being tested is
between two of the cable's







If r < C, reject the hypothesis
CV^CV with probability a
of rejecting when in fact it is
true.
For controlling 8 error level
V
Go to the appropriate a figure
of Append. A (Fiq. 6-^15) which
corresponds to an a value equal
to the desired 3 value( i .e.for
8 =.01, go to the a=.01 curves
of figure 6 or 7). Project
vertically from the r scale to
the appropriate DF curve then
horizontally to the C//n
scale. Multiply by /n to get C
[ Note : For parameter values
not covered by the curves ,go
to the tables of Append. B
which provide C directly
,
instead of C//n. ]
i '
If r > C , accept the hypo-
thesis CV4CV with
probability 8 of accepting
when in fact it is false,







First calculate the estimate of P
T
for r set equal to zero as follows
X
Go to Tables 3+47. Pick a PT (i.e..5) and go to the associated table ,*
Project across the respective DF row and down the appropriate
r column to obtain the correct C value. (Note: If the r beinq
tested falls between two columns, interpolation is necessary.)
k-







for this r is between the current table P
T
value and the
previous table. For a closer approximation interpolate as follows






Pj for r = r.
The true P
T
lies between the two estimates for r=0 and r^r
Figure 5: Algorithm For Estimating PT For a Unknown
26

3. Range of Parameter Values Considered
Two general levels of r values, along with selected
incrementation, were chosen to parallel the range considered
applicable in the majority of situations. For example, in
most cases where the test of interest is that |y-y | <_ ra
,
r would range between zero and 1. Conversely, most tests
concerning the coefficient of variation would require that
.143 <_ CV <_ 1 (or equivalently , 7 >_ r _> 1) . However, the
critical values (C) for the total range of r (i.e., o to 7)
provided in the curves and tables can be used for either
test. The specific parameter ranges covered were:
a. Curves
Curves are provided for a error level control
for both low and high values of r.
1. For Low r Values (0 < r < 1) . Curves are
provided for a equal to .01, .025, .05, .1, and .2.
2. For High r Values (1 < r < 7) . Curves are
provided for a equal to .01, .025, .05, .1, and .2.
b. Tabulated Data
The same tables are used to present critical
values for both a and 3 error level control and for estima-
ting P . To obtain C values for 3 error control, the tables
associated with a and P- equal to 1-3 are used. The values
covered by the tables are a, P , or 1-3 equal to .01, .025,
.05, .1, .2, .3, .4, .5, .6, .7, .8, .9, .95, .975, and .99.
For each value of a, PT , and 1-3, three tables are provided




4 . Example Applications
a. To Test That
|
y - y | < ro
It is necessary to determine if the output of a
new system is between 11.75 and 12 units. The standard
deviation in the output of the new system is believed (with
confidence) to be between 2/3 and 3/4 of that of the old
system (o = 1.5). Using the conservative estimate of the
improvement in the system deviation (i.e., 3/4), the test
i ^ w i . (12-11.75) ...parameter r would be set equal to ,-, ,—fgy71—ry or .111.
For the first 15 units, the values of the sample mean and
deviation were 11.68 and .3, respectively. The desired level
of significance (a) is .05.
The test is conducted with y equal to 11.875 and
C .
r equal to 2.517. Using figure A-10 of Appendix A, — is
/n
determined to be .6, and accordingly, the critical value
equals (.6) (/15~) or 2.324. Since r is greater than C, the
hypothesis is rejected with a Type I error equal to .05.
b. To Test That CV < CV
— o
A relationship is known to exist between the mean
and standard deviation of the purity of a certain chemical
product. A new method of processing is being considered to
improve the expected purity of the product. The decision maker
is interested in determining if the same degree of quality
control would be obtained with the new process as with the
current method which provide a standard deviation equal to




Since a relationship between the mean and standard
deviation is known to exist, and only 15 batches of the pro-
duct have been produced by the new process, the population
variance is considered unknown. The mean purity of the first
15 batches was 4.6 parts per million with a sample variance
equal to .25. The decision maker is concerned that if he
does not convert to the new method, he will be rejecting, with
a probability (a) equal to .05, an opportunity for a better
product. The rejection region associated with a value of r
equal to 5.56 (i.e.,
—rs") i- s found by consulting the critical
value table with 1-3 equal .95. Interpolating between the
table columns for r equal to 5 and 6, a value of C equal to
17.69 is obtained. The value of r is calculated to be 35.63.
Since r is greater than C, the hypothesis that the new process
provides a quality control equal to or greater than the





CURVES FOR DETERMINING a OR g CRITICAL VALUES AND TAIL PROBABILITY
I. GENERAL
The curves provided within were developed to simplify
procedural calculations in lieu of the tabulated data of
Appendix B. They do not cover the total parameter ranges of
the data in Appendix B but were designed to maximize interpo-
lation precision while covering what is felt to be the majority
of applicable situations. For those cases which are subject
to parameter values outside the range of the curves , Appendix
B should be used. Figures A-l through A-5 are relevant to
2
the a known procedure. Figures A- 6 through A-15 deal with
the a unknown situation.
II. ACCURACY
The accuracy achievable in using the curves vs. using the
associated tables depends on the interpolation prowess of
the individual user. However, to provide a general idea of
the accuracy which may be expected, the following statements
are considered germane.
A. a
2 UNKNOWN PROCEDURE CURVES
a. C* Values For a or 3 Error Level Control
Accurate interpolation to the third digit is possible




Because of the semi log scale and interpolation
between curves, the accuracy in the interpolated P_ values
is expected to be = ± .02 for .1 <_ P <_ .9, and ± .005 for
PT
< .1 or PT
> .9.
B. a
2 UNKNOWN PROCEDURE CURVES
a. Curves For The Range of r From to 1
Interpolation accurate to the third digit is
possible.
b. Curves For The Range of r From 1 to 7




Figure A-l: C* Values For a Error Level Control With a Known;
(0 < a < 1.7)
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Figure A-2: C* Values For 3 Error Level Control With a Known;










































































































































































































1,6 1-7 1 - 8 1-9 2.0 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5 2-6 2.7 2.8 2.9 3.0
a
Figure A-3: C* Values For 3 Error Level Control With a Known;
(1.6 < a < 3)
34

1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5
Figure A-4: Tail Probability for a Known wiith
.2 < a < 1.5
35

•igure A-5: Tail Probability For a Known With 1.5





















Figure A- 8: C//n Values For a Unknown With a, P , or 1-6
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Figure A-12: C//n Values For a Unknown With a, P , or 1-B = .1;
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I. KNOWN POPULATION VARIANCE
A. ERROR LEVEL CONTROL
The a rejection region associated with the hypothesis
that the mean is between d and d_, is defined by
Li K
a = P[x < C T ] + P[x > C-J
where the rejection region is chosen to be symmetric around
u (see figure C-l) . Since the suprema will occur when
Figure C-l: Density of x with y at d. (a = SS8S )
y equals dT or d_,, the critical region for the specified upperL R
bound on the Type I error (a) can be written as
a = P[x < CT | given u = V~&] + H* > C | given u = y -5J
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(Since the sample mean (x) will be normally distributed,
this can be expressed in the form of equation (C-l)
.
(C.-(u - 6)}^ {C R-(u -6)}/rf
(C-l ) a = p[ z <-J: 2 ] + P[ z >— ^ ]
cr a
where z = JUHHaliU * N ( ,i)
a
Substituting C T = y - C and C_ = y +C, equation C-l becomesL O K O
c-2) a =p[ z < L±£kiL ] + P[ z > ( s+cLE ]
or
a = $[ Lid - _C£n ] +1 . $[ LI_ + CjG]
By reparameterizing, the number of parameters necessary
for solving equation C-2 can be reduced from five to three.
Letting a = and C* = , equation C-2 becomes
(C-3) a = 1+ «[a - C ] - *[a + C ]
Using the result that CT = y - C, C_ = y +C, and
J_j O K O
aC*
C = , equation C-4 is obtained and is used to define the
/n
rejection region. The hypothesis is then rejected, with a
probability of falsely rejecting equal to a , if the sample
mean is less than C
T















For each value of a there is a value of "a" such that
the relationship between "a" and C* in equation C -8 is nearly
linear (i.e., C* = K
E +
a). For a > 1.7 the relationship is
approximately linear (starting with 5 significant digits
for the worst case with a = .25, and improving as "a" in-
creases) with slope one for all values of a <_ .25. The value
of K can be obtained by considering that if $[a+C*] ~ 1,
then equation C-3 simplifies to equation C-5. This can be
rewritten to provide K_ = $ [1-ct] . When this linear relation-
is
ship occurs, C T and C^ can be obtained using equation C-6
.










-H and C R = % + " ~ a
B. 3 ERROR LEVEL CONTROL
In order to determine an acceptance region for the
hypothesis d < y < d„, with a probability no greater than
J_j — — K
3 of falsely accepting, the alternative hypothesis |u-y
|
_> 6
is tested. The a rejection region of the alternative hypothe-
sis will be the 3 acceptance region of the null hypothesis
(i.e., d T < y < d ) and will be defined by C < x < C,.
(see figure C-2)
.
The suprema will occur where y = d or d . Thus, the
upper bound on the Type II error (3) for the hypothesis
d < y < d_ can be written as
Li — — -R
9 6

X "T u. "R "R
Figure C-2: Density of x with y at d, ( 6 = shaped area)
sup = 3(u) = P[C T < x < C 1 given that y = y - 5] .
yeH
This can be expressed in the form of equation C-7




By substituting C = M - C and C = P + C, and noting
that z will be normally distributed ( i.e.N (0 , 1) ) , equation
C-7 reduces to equations C-8.






a(H ) = *[a + C*] - *[ a - C*]
Equation C-8 can be reformulated to resemble equation C-3
which will permit use of the same solution technique as was
used for a error control. Specifically, by multiplying
equation C-8 by -1, adding 1 to both sides, and setting
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l-a(H ) equal to a
'
, equation C-8 reduces to equation C-3.
The solution of this equation with a' = l-a(H ) will also
3.
be the solution for a' - 1-8(H ).
o
For each value of 3 there is a value of "a" such that
the relationship between "a" and C* in equation C-8 is nearly
linear (i.e., C* = K„+a) . For a > 3 the relationship is
approximately linear (starting with 3 significant digits
for the worst case of 3 = .01, and improving as a increases)
with slope one for all values of 3 > .01. The value for the
constant (K^) can be determined by noting that when
$[a + C*] ~ 1, equation C-8 reduces to equation C-9.
1 * *
_i
(C-9) a = 1
-e = $[a - C ] or a - C = $ 01 -8 ]
* 1
and C = a - Kr where K- = $" [1 -e ]
The value of K„ for 3 error control will be the negative of
the value of K„ for a error control. To allow the same K_,
value to be used for both a and 3 error control, equation C-10
would be used for 3 error control when this linear relation-
ship holds (i.e., a > 3 for this procedure).
(a-K )/n (a-K )/iT
(C-10) C T = u 7i ' and C^ = u +
'L o a R o a
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C. ESTIMATING TAIL PROBABILITY
The actual value of PT for an observed value of x will
depend upon the true location of y within the interval d
Li
to dR (see figure C-3) . Since y is unknown, the exact value
of PT cannot be calculated. By setting y = y - 6, the maximum
possible value of P„ can be obtained from equation C-3 by
(x - y ) /IT
o
substituting P_ for a, and for C*. For large
values of a + C*, this reduces to equation C-ll.
(C-ll) [a - C*] for a + C* > 3.5
uo
PT with u=viT o
^o
+ ( yo"x )
PT with p = u - 6 = d.
p +(V x)
Figure C-3: Dependence of PT on Location
of True p Value
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II UNKNOWN POPULATION VARIANCE
TO TEST THAT hi - y
I
< ra









is used to perform this test and has the density of the
absolute value of a non-central T, as depicted schematically
in figure C-4. The associated a error level critical region
is defined when the non-central location is at r, resulting
in a non-centrality parameter (A) equal to r/n. The corres-
ponding critical value (C) is obtained from equation C-12
and the hypothesis is rejected, with a Type I error equal
to a, if r is greater than C.
Figure C-4: Density of the Non-central T(Absolute Value)
Distributed r
(C-12) > = P[ r > C/ given \= r/n]
2 . g Error Level Control
The suprema for the value of $ will occur when
X = r/n. Equation C-13 is used to determine the value of C
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which will define the acceptance region with a 3 probability
of falsely accepting.
(C-13) P[ | T. | < C] - 8
By a slight reformulation, the same solution technique
employed in solving for a critical values can be used here.
Substituting a 1 = 1-3 into equation C-12 and solving for C
will provide the critical value associated with the desired
level of a Type II error = 3. This equivalence is shown in
equation C-14.
(C-14) fj = P[ |T| <C] = 1- P[ |T| >C] or P[|T| >C]
-1-8'
-a
Because of the equivalence between the C values for
a and for 1-3, the critical values for a, P , and 3 can be
presented in the same table provided that for a desired
value of a Type II error equal to 3/ the table corresponding
to a = 1-3 is used.
B. TO TEST THAT CV < CV
— o
1. 3 Error Level Control
To formulate the procedure for testing CV <_ CV ,






_< r. By setting u equal to zero, the null hypothesis
can be rewritten as |^-| _< r. Solving equation C-12 with








-~j ± r, when r is greater than C, is equivalent to
rejecting that CV > —
. This in turn is equivalent to
accepting that CV <_ CV with a Type II error equal to the
value of a. As a result, it is possible to test the hypothe-
sis that the coefficient of variation is less than some speci-
fied value (CV ) by using the previous test procedure for
testing that |y-y | <_ ra , provided the following differences
are observed:
a. Obtain the critical value (C) from the a tables
(or curves) associated with a value of a equal to
the desired value of a Type II error (0) and
1
with r equal to CV
o
b. If r is greater than or equal to this value of C,
accept the hypothesis CV <_ CV with a Type II
error = 0.
2. a Error Level Control
The same general formulation philosophy applies for
a error control of the test CV <_ CV as for error control.
Again, first consider accepting the hypothesis
-^ <_ r with a
Type II error = 0. This is equivalent to accepting that
CV > -(or CV ). However, accepting the hypothesis CV >_ —
with Type II error = 6 is equivalent to rejecting that
CV <_ — (or CV ) with a Type I error equal to the value 0.
Thus, the desired test that CV <_ CV can be conducted for
controlling the Type I error level by using the test procedure
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for hi - y <_ ra and observing the following differences:
Obtain the critical value (C) from the g tables
(i.e., the table associated with the value 1-8)
/
where the value of 8 is set equal to the desired
value of a Type I error (a) and r is set equal
1to
cv.
If f is less than this value of C, reject the
hypothesis that CV <_ CV with a Type I error
equal to a.
B. ESTIMATING TAIL PROBABILITY (P )
U - u
The true value of P T will depend on the actual value of
which, under the null hypothesis, may vary from zero
to r (see figure C-5) . The, range of possible values for PT
can be estimated by calculating the P associated with the
observed value of r with A set at the two extremes zero and









Figure C-5: Dependence of P




SOLUTION TECHNIQUES AND COMPUTER PROGRAMS
I. GENERAL
The same general techniques were used in solving for the
critical values in both the known and unknown variance
situations. This consisted of a combined proximity interval
search and Newton-Raphson technique. A master program was
used to monitor and control solutions for C values at various
selected combinations of the respective parameter values.
Solution accuracy was controlled by stopping the iterative
procedure when the desired accuracy in the a or 8 error
level was obtained. The specified accuracy for the case of
2 2known a was .000001. In the case of unknown a , the
specified accuracy was .00001 for all parameter values
except the following:
1. a = .01 with 125 degrees of freedom and r = .9
2. a = .1 with 90 degrees of freedom and r = .9
3. a = .3 with 125 degrees of freedom and r = 1
4. a = .3 with 60 degrees of freedom and r = 5 and 6
5. a = .4 with 50 degrees of freedom and r = 2.5






The programs used for this case were SIGMAKWN, CINCR,
CINCRNEWRAPS, NEWTONRAPS , and NORMPROB. SIGMAKWN was the
master problem which stepped solutions along the selected
a or 3 values for each specified "a" value. Controls for
switching solution subprograms were necessary for parameter
values whose respective C* were too distant to permit solution
solely by the Newton-Rapshon method. Equation D-l was used
during proximity interval searching (CINCR and CINCRNEWRAPS).
(D-l) ' F(a,a,C*) = 1 - *[a + C*] + $ [a - C*]
Equation D-2 was employed when the Newton-Rapshon method was
used.








The programs used for solving for critical values when
a was unknown were MHUSIGRATIO, MHUSIGRATIOSOLENR, CINCR2
,
CINCRNEWRAP2, NCT, IB, and TRUNERR. MHUSIGRATIO was the
master program stepping solutions along the selected r values
for each specified DF. This permitted sole Newton-Raphson
solution once the C for the first r value was determined.
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To solve for critical values associated with testing the
2
a unknown two-sided composite null hypothesis, the equation
A A
P[r > C] = a (where r has a non-central T distribution) was
solved for values of r between and 1 using the method
discussed in reference 2. This method requires use of
equation D-3.
X 2 \ 2
l \ " DF 1
,0-3, PdTi^nalll^ '-r 1 ' (1 .y ,2 ("-%
where x = C f ( DF + C
2
)
To solve the infinite series of the product of a Poisson and
Beta distribution, the length to which the series must be
summed in order to maintain a truncation error less than a
specified amount (e) was determined using the conservative
estimate provided by equation D-4. Equation D-4 is solved
by iterating m (the length of the series) until the left hand
side is less than e (this task is performed by TRUNERR)
.
(e 4-)
<°-*> [ T^-r 1 <
.
This method of solving the non-central T is quite adequate
for small degrees of freedom (DF < 30) and non-centrality
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values (A <_ 3) but becomes lethargic for higher values. As
a result, a second program was written in FORTRAN which used
the non-central T subroutine of the IMSL packages.
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7 ARRAY+SIGMAKWE ;JUEK \I \LOOPS \ALPV.0 \CSTA.R \DIVERG
[I] uGLOBAL VARIABLES sALPPA (VECTOR OF DESIRED ALPHA LEVEL);
[2] ti A.STAR (VECTOR OF DESIRED KITTLE A VALUES);OPTIOK(0 FOR '
[3] pALPP.A CONTROL, 1 FOR BETA CONTROL) -.ERROR (DESIRED ' ACCURACY)
[< ] JU11K+-(I*-1 ) ,(LOOPS*-\ ) , ( CSTAR*-((l*pALPRA)*( pACTAR ) ) \ )











[16] £-<-/ CINCREEPRAP ALP
[17] niCCTARlI\Jl-C
[18] -£11 x i( 2+pALPRA )*J*-J+\
P. 3] C'*-CSTAP.ZI;2l
[20] -»-£lxi(l+p4S2M/?)*X«-I+l







[28] M *7£GTfli? I -4- ALPHA fC VECTOR (S)
V C+A CIECREEWRAP ALP ;DELC ;LL -.SIGH ;F ;JUEE ;L00T>F







£2 : P*l + (
(











[17] LS:'***DrVERGZNT AT '; LL ;' LOOPS , FINAL C=';C;' A.J1D DELC*1 ;DELC
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v mwTcwp.A ps -.jura:
,
ll -.loop-, dokx -.up ; cteup
[ 1 ] jury*
{
ll*-12 ) , ( loop+v) , ( ni VERG+o )
[2] £1 :i/P*lt(("l )*nORUPROB{A+C))+{HORUPROB<A-C) ) + ( ( "l )x/!£P )





[7] £3:C,-C +2.5n66 28 75*;/P*7W;';V
[8] +r,2x l ££*£00?-<-£C0P+l
[9] Cf-/. 017/ C7? /1£P
Clo] *o
fl 1] L2:+Ll*iERR0R<\UP
V C-M CH.'CT ALP ;PELC ;LL ;SICF ;F ;JUTJK ;LOOPF




[5] +T,Sx\LL=LOOPF+-LOOPF + \









[15] £4 : ' FIP5 70 = ' ; ; » f/ITP iTLC = ' ;0ff£O ; ' />. .70 LOO PS = ' ; £00 PP
[16] -0
[17] £5:' ***DIVERGEHT AT < ;LL ;' LOOPS ,FI?!AL (?= I ;C;' /1A'D VFLr = r %DFLC
V P+'lORf'.PPOB X\Z
[1] +3xi~a/( U^"6,Sr6,5U)« 6,5
[2] +0,P*0,S+0,5xxX
[3] Z-i- 0.3193P153 "0,356563782 1.781477937 "1,821255978 1,330274429
T4] P-*-(*~0,5xjrx,ni(O2)*0,5
[5] Pi-n,5+(x^)xo,5-Px(( t 1+0, 231 641 9x !#)<» , *\N5 ) + , *Z
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7 C+A CINCPHEVRAP2 ALP \LL -.SIGN ;F \L00 PF ;JUNK ;DELC
[I] ^GLOBAL INPUT ;C{INI?XA& GUESS), PF
[2] JU17K+(.SIGfl+l ),(LOOPF-0 ) , (£/>30) , ( O/l -DVLC) ,.(DELC+-1)




[7] CI+LAM NCT C
[8] F+CI-ALP
[9] ->£3M£00Pf *0
[10] *r,3x l F>0
[II] SIGN+~l
[12] £3:-*-r,lx|0<5I^A'xf
[13] -*L4x l £>ff£(7<0,51
[14] L2-.C+C-DELC
[14] *L1,DELC*-DFLC*2





[21] L5 :'***DIVERGENT AT ' ;LL;' LOOPS IN CINCRNEWRAP2(.I = , ;I;'J = '\J;'
[22] O/l CINCR2 ALP
7 NEWT0NRAPS2 ;LL -.CTEMP ;JUNK
[I] r\GL0BAL INPUT -.ERROR (.DFSIRED ACCURACY)
[ 2 ] ^y//**- ( ££*-l 2 ) , ( LOOP*-0 ) , ( OITffPC+O )
[3] F+CI-ALP
[4] L\;FTE»P+F
[5] C-C-F*£> FT? PI/IT




[10] DERVIAT*-(CI-(LA!' NCT(C-1E~8 )) ) ilE~8
[II] £2 ;-*L\*\LL*L00P-rl00P>t\
[12] ' ****NEWT0NRAPS DID NOT CONVERGE(I=' ;I ; ' ,J = ' ;J ; ' ) , SWITCPED
[12] DIVERG+X
[14] -vOxitflii*!
[15] <?<-CS7\4?[r -.J- -!] CINCR 2 ALP
7 PTVPPFR+-LAH NCT C ;^OSSO ;JUNK -IBZEK0 ;LL \I
[1] ^GLOBAL INPUTi^F, CYCLE (NUMBER OF LOOPS PFQUIRFD TO
[2] n CONTROL TRUNCATION ERROR)
T3] tGLOBAL INPUT-*P-DF *2 ;DF«-NS -1
T4] Jt'NK<-(.PPSSP<-<,li*LA?')) ,(IBZFR0->-P IP , 5 ) , ( XX->-DFi( D"+C*2 ) )
[5] <WNK~(PTUPPER+P0SS0xIBZFR0) t (X-t-i )
[6] -*-0x;C7?:/",£'=0
[7] tl :LL*-P0SS0*LA'!tI























































7 ARRAY-MHUSIORATIO -A ;NS \DF ;P;C ;LAMV ; CYCLE \LAM ;LA",V ; LAM
nGLOBAL VARIABLES =LITTR (VECTOR TEST \MP.V/SIG\4 LITTR)
r\DFVFCT (VECTOR OF DECREE OF FREEDOM) ',ALP=LOS%EPROR=DESIRED
JUNK-(I-1 ) , (A-LITTRi 1 ] ) , (KILL-0 )
DFVECT-.DF VECT
CSTAR-( ( 1+pLTTTR )x (pDFVECT)) \
CSTA R- ( (
p
DFVECT ) , ( 1 +
p





'DATA FOR DF=i;DF;' WITH ALPHA*' ; ALP




























• <;LOOP;' '-JTIMEJ;' ' ; LITTRt J -1 ] ; » ' ; C
-L\Zx\J=2
MVL T-l










































































7 APRA Y-MRUSIGRA ""IOSOLFVR OLDCA PR \A \NS ; n» \P\C ; CYCLE ; LAMV ; LA "FO 2 ; XX ;LA M
uGLOBAL J'APIABLFS=r, T '7, TR(VF'"'pno TFFm \f'"U/FIG\i LTTmR)
nP-FVFCT (VECTOR OF DEGREE "F FREEDOM) \ALP=T/)F ;ERROR ^DESIRED PRECISION
fiOLDCAPR(2*pDFVECm A°RAY OF PREVIOUS C'S WTTP R0W1 EQUAL TO
a 0, OLD LImTP \-2 AtlD \-l,COLl EQUAL mO Ci,DFVFC m )





CS^AP-dpDFVECT) ,( 1 +pLITTR ))p CSmAR
PRECISI0E+1 iEVROR
£1 \DF*-DFVECTH1
'DATA FOP DF='\DF\ % WITH AKPRA- r \ALP
























C-CSTARtl ;J-1] CINCRKEWRAP2 ALP
KILL-0
L7:CSTAR£I;J1+C
TIMEJ*- ( ( 12 1 ) - TIMEO ) 1 6
• ';£00P;' ';[TIMEJi> ' \LITTRU-\ ] j ' ' ; C
MVLT-X
+L\H*\J*2
MULT*-(LITTRZJ]-LITTRtJ-l] ) i ( LITTRlJ -ll -OlDCARRll ;3])
+£15
£14 :-L15x\lS((LITTRZ J -llsO, >*} + (( J-l )=pLTTTR))
















7 M+LAMV TRUHERR ERROR ;,WNK\ELAM \U ;K;ERR
[I] ^GLOBAL IVPUT-.LITTR, ERROR
[2] <TUny.<-(K*-l ),("'-i 0) ,(LAt1SQ2+0,Sx[,AMV*2)
[3] Ll\+L3*\LITTRtK]>l
[4] +L11*\LAKVIK]ZZ
[5] -+FA, (A'+l ) ,<CSmARtI ;K +llf~l )
[6] L11X-+L3X \LA"VZK']>0,1




£3 1 /?«((( r cawckd *2 ) +2>< r///vn .n ) -2
CIO] ELAM+LAMSQ2ZK]x2 , 718 2 8183
[II] L2 :£PJ?«- (E, ///. iV*//+l)*/l/+l
[12] ff+ff+1
[13] +H 2 x i £PB. >ERROR
[14] £4 :»'«-M,ff-l
[15] ->-£lx\(l + p£/l.^^)*X-«-X+l
7 tf*P J5 S;K;'f;/? ;X;B;BP;B;<?(?;.r;P;J';P''£CrS
[I] uGLOBAL INPUT'.XX(DF*(DF + C*2)),PPFCISI0N(EQUALS ItERROR)
[2] ;ri-f/fcaxF-x*£o,5
[3] JV(J*0),(/?-MJ)





A^[P[(aPPFCIST™'*(PM + P-l)*(r/*)*P)*0, 6931471806
[8] 3*0
[9] -*L3*\A = 1L
[10] BBf( \M)« ,>\M
[II] B«-('f,tf)p((\#)-/t)*\M
[12] B-«-x/(flxflp) + l-Bi?
[13] B-(tff(;r*P)xP!/l + P-l )«,*BxP*P+\M
[14] B«-tft+/Bx*o. M;w
[15] L3:n-(QQ,Qq)p(.Q+l -\0p ) iP+0-\QQ*-lQ








[24] ->tix;(o<p^)Al = l
7
7 CESTIMATE+NEWRl CESTIMATOR PRFVIOUSAPR ;LAST2 \JUNK ;I \DF0T.D '.MULT
[1] nGLOBAr INPVT+DFVECT ASSOCIATED WITH N?!V LITTR
[2] JIWK-(R-1 tpPRFVIOUSARR) ,(I*-1) ,{CESTIMATE*-\Q)
[3] LAST2+(R,~2)tPREVI0VSARR
[4] DFOLD+,l+PREVIOUSARRt ;11
[5] MVLT*-{VEWRl -LAST2H ;2l )*( f,/i^7'2r 1 ;2l -/i/STSC! ;ll )
[6] £i :+z;2x l i*(+/(7)prKrr=zjpo/:orr] ))




SYNTAX i PTAIL+-DFVECT NCT CVECT
THIS FUNCTION CALCULATES THE UPPER AND LOWER TAIL PROBABILITY
OF A NON-CENTRAL T DISTRIBUTED R.V. RELATIVE TO A DESIRED
VALUE CiFOn EXAMPLE, PTAIL =PROB[ \R . V, | >Cl) .D^VECT IS A VECTOR
(OR SCALAR) CONTAINING DEGREES OF FREEDOM OF INTEREST .CVECT IS A
VECTOR(OR SCALAR) CONTAINING C VALUES OF INTEREST, FUNCTIO NS ASSOC-
IATED WITH(AND CALLED AUTOMATICALLY) A°F IB (INCOMPLETE FETA) AND
TRUNERRiDETERMINES LEVEL TO WHICH THE INFINITE SERIFS ASSOCIATED
WITH THE NCT CDF MUST BE SUMMED IN ORDER TO RESTRICT THE TRUNCATION
ERROR TO THE SPECIFIED VALUE). THE CPU TIME REQUIRED TO EXECUTE
THIS FUNCTION FOR ONE VALUE IS GRFATLY EFFECTED BY THE SPECIFIED
VALUES OF DF. ERROR, C, AND A(AS DEFINED BELOW), THE LARGER. THE DF AND
A,AND SMALLER THE ERROR THE CREATED THE CPU TI"E,AS A POUGH IDEA-
FOR ERROR*. 0001, .01 £A&. 2,1 <,DF £16 ; ,Q\<C?UZ2 SEC, PER VALUE. FOR
ERROR*. 000001 , ,2<AS1 ,lfiZDFZ5C) ,2<CPU£120 SEC, PER VALUE, TO COPY
ONLY THE FUNCTIONS NECESSARY FOR NCT, COPY GROUP NONCENTRALT
GLOBAL INPUT
1. ERROR-DESIRED LEVEL OF ACCURACY (I ,E , E"ROR -, 0001 WILL PROVIDE
RESULTS WITH A TRUNCATION ERROR OF LESS THEN ,0001 FROM THE
TRUE TAIL AREA)
2,A*LOCATION(DISTANCE) OF THE NCT FROM ZhP.O (NOTE -.THIS DETERMINES
THE NONCENTRALITY PARAMETER -LAM-),
3.0PTI0N+-0 OR 1(0 WILL READ IN GLOBAL -A- AND CALCULATE -LAM- INTERNALLY
,1 WILL READ IN -LA"- GLOBALLY AND CALCULATE -A- INTERNALLY FOR
EACH DEGREE OF FREEDOM
K.LAM-NONCENTRALITY PARAMETER =A* (DF+1 )*, 5t NEED ONLY BE SPECIFIED IF
OPTIONi-1^
S.HEADING-O OR 1(0 WILL SUSPRESS PRINTING OF A DESCRIPTIVE HEADING
ABOVE THE OUTPUT PTAIL ARRAY) .NOTE -.SPACING FOR THE DESCRIPTIVE
HEADER IS DESIGNED FOR )DIGITS 4,5, OR 6,
OUTPUT
OUTPUT FROM THE FUNCTION WILL CONSIST OF AN A^RAY ( SCALAR) OF VALUFS
WITH CVFCT AS THE FIRST ROW.DFVECT AS THE FIRST COLUMN, -A- AS THE
SECOND COLUMN
,
-LAM- AS THE THI^D COLUMN, AND THF ASSOCIATED PTAIL IN
THE RE"AINDING COLUMNS AND ROWS
7 CYCLE+-LAM. TRUNEPR ERROR ;J"NK ;ELAM ;N ; ERR
Cl ] JUNY*(CYCLE*( ( L LA" )*2) +3xllAM)
, ( LA "SO2*0 . 5 xLA*< *2 )
f2] ELAM*-LAMS02*2 , 718281B3






V PTAIL+-DFVECT 11CT CVECT;JUNK \DF \C \P >,LAMSQ2;XX \LL \N\IB7,F,R0 \PT
[I] JUNK+(.I-1 ) , (DFVECT+.DFYECT) , (CVFCT- .CVECT) , ( PRECISION-1 iERROR )
[2] PTAIL-Q, 0,0, CVECT
[3] Ll\J!jriK-(P-0, SxDF) .(DF-DFVECTH1 )





[9] CYCLE-LAM TRUNERR ERROR
[10] LH:JU11K-(P0SS0-H*LA"SQ2) , ( J"*-l )
[II] LSI JUNK* (ZBZERO+P IB 0,S) ,( XX-DF i(PF+CVECTZJl*2)) ,(N-1)
[12] JUNK-(PT-P0SS0*IB7,ER0 ) , ( LL-POSSO )
[13] ->£7xicycLP=o
[14] LG:LL-LLxLA?lS02*N
[15] P™-<-pr+(P IS(ff+ 0,5 ))x£L
[16] ->-£6><i( i+cre/;p)*AW7+i
[17] L7 -.PTAIL-PTAIL.PT
[13] -*£5*i(l + pCT£'<?PW-'- er+l
[19] +£lxi(l+pZ?P7ffrP)*I-<-I-H
[20] P7VJI7>(( l+p0Fm72, ),(3+pC7PC7'))pP27!r£
[21] -*0*\HEADING=0
[22] ' DP I -4 | LAM \-*~-C AND ASSOCIATED PTAIL ---+•
V P-P IS <?;/;/'';i4;^;5;PB;P;00;J;P;«;;P.'?prr5
[1] fl INCOMPLETE BETA PNC,- REQUIRES DATA VECTOR XX
[2] X+V/XX*V4-XX&0,5
[3] e7f(I*0),(P*0)
[4] £l:.4-(e = L<?) + (<2-U)x<?*U
[5] 1*1+1
[6] +L»x\(+/Y)=a
[7] M-rPH9PRECISION*(.PlA*P-l )x([/ <n*P)*0,6931471806
[3] P-<-0
[9] -+£3x1,4 = 1
[io] BB-(iM)o,*\M
[ii] p*(.m,/op( (i.'n-/?)*w
[12] P+-x/(BxflP) + l-flF
[13] B-<-(P-<-(**P)xp;/ + P-i )»,xpx?*P+i#
[14] s+-p++/pxjr«,*i,w
n 5 1-13 :/?+( 00, Qf2)p(<?+l-i<?$)*P+£-iP<?"H Q
[16] SB*( i00)°,5i<?<?
[17] /?BW(PxFF) +i-pp




x **P ) » . *BB
)
x ( 1 -X ) • , *4- \QQ
[19] 7?-<-/? + + /SP
[20] ff*P+(7\PxTal)+(7\l-fl)xra2
[21] LH-.H-P
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